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Abstract. The database is more and more unable to meet the grid's demand for fast access 
and analysis of big data, and the large amount of data has brought greater difficulty in data 
analysis and processing, and also faces problems such as large grid scheduling, difficult 
load prediction, and fault detection. In order to ensure the smooth operation of grid 
scheduling, a research on the construction of a hybrid data graph model for smart grid 
scheduling based on multidimensional data mining is proposed. This study extracts useful 
features from raw data collected from various data sources, selects the graph convolutional 
neural network hybrid data graph model, constructs the data graph model based on the 
physical topological relationship of the grid and continuously optimizes and updates the 
model. After the simulation test, this model is able to handle a large amount of data, 
through the study of smart grid scheduling hybrid data graph model construction can 
effectively solve the problems such as the difficulty of analyzing and processing a large 
amount of data. 
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1 Introduction 

Smart grid is the latest trend in the development of power automation system in today's world, 
and with the advent of the big data era, human life has entered the data explosion era. It is now 
impossible to use traditional methods to capture and store and process data. In this case, how to 
store, process and use big data has become an inevitable research challenge [1]. Nowadays, 
many enterprises in China use real-time data analysis and Internet of Things (IoT) technology 
to realize comprehensive monitoring and control of power grid dispatching by means of power 
grid condition monitoring, power grid data storage technology and intelligent distributed system. 
This technology can timely discover the faults and supply abnormalities of grid scheduling, but 
in the complex mixed data analysis and processing, this kind of technology does not exist in 
regularity, and there are security problems in the operation of the grid. 

Zhang Zhaoqi [2] et al. proposed the storage of insulation state text data of electric equipment 
based on graph database, used the knowledge graph technology to process the insulation state 
text data and specified the insulation state text record format, and then completed the data 
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storage based on the graph database. The effect of relational query was compared using MySQL 
relational database and Neo4j graph database. While MySQL is difficult to cope with the query 
of complex relational data under the large scale of data volume; Ning Wang [3] et al. proposed 
a hybrid relational-graph database storage system design, connecting MySQL and Neo4j 
through C-SQL to provide users with a unified database access interface to complete the query 
processing of the hybrid system; based on dynamic cost modeling The query decomposition 
optimization is carried out, and the experimental results show that the efficiency of the proposed 
hybrid storage system is significantly improved for complex queries while guaranteeing the 
correct query results when comparing with MySQL, Neo4j and AgensGraph. 

For this reason, this paper proposes a study on the construction of a hybrid data graph model for 
smart grid dispatch based on multidimensional data mining, in which the study is a smart grid 
using multidimensional data mining to monitor a variety of data in real time, and through the 
smart grid dispatch operation and analysis system integrated data report, data mining and 
multidimensional analysis technology, extracting information from historical data, building a 
comprehensive information platform, realizing a data mining model based on data mining and 
the smart grid system for large-scale data analysis and prediction [4]. By establishing this hybrid 
data graph model based on multidimensional data mining, it realizes the refined management 
and automated decision-making of smart grid scheduling in order to meet the growing demand 
for electricity and improve the requirements of energy utilization efficiency. 

2 Smart grid dispatching control system 

Smart grid scheduling data division refers to dividing the data involved in grid scheduling into 
different categories or parts according to certain rules and needs in order to manage and analyze 
these data more effectively. For the smart grid scheduling system, there are a variety of business 
types and consequently many applications, mainly including the following parts: real-time 
monitoring, collecting and analyzing data, intelligent auxiliary decision-making, scheduling 
plan, etc. [5]. The architecture diagram of the smart grid dispatch control system is shown in 
Figure 1: 
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Fig. 1. Architecture diagram of smart grid dispatching control system. 



 
 
 
 

Smart grid dispatch control system is a key component used to manage and monitor the 
operation of power systems. In it, advanced information technology, communication technology 
and power system control technology are combined, aiming to realize the efficient operation, 
reliability and sustainability of the power system [6]. On this basis, the power grid is analyzed 
and calculated by the formula shown below equation (1),(2): 

mi n  𝑜𝑟 ma x 𝑓 𝑥 ≡ 𝐴      (1) 

x ∈ 𝑊 ，when 𝜃 𝑥           𝜆 ，i 1,2，⋯，m，x 0   (2) 

 
where f(x) denotes the objective function, A denotes the objective value, 𝜽𝒊 𝒙 denotes the 
constraints, and   𝝀𝒊 denotes the ideal constraints. 

When making a decision, when the constraints are closer to the ideal constraints, their 
satisfaction with the decision goal is higher, and the formula for satisfaction with the decision 
is expressed as equation (3): 

g 𝑥  
0           𝑓 𝑥 g 𝑥   

            g 𝑥          𝑓 𝑥 𝜖 𝑔 ，𝑔      
1             𝑓 𝑥 g 𝑥   

    (3) 

where 𝒈𝒎𝒊𝒏 denotes the target at the lowest degree of idealization and 𝒈𝒎𝒂𝒙 denotes the target 
at the highest degree of idealization. 

The above process is a claimed representation of the management and monitoring indicators of 
the smart grid dispatch control system, and it is expressed as the decision satisfaction of the 
system management and monitoring. 

3 Smart Grid Hybrid Data Analysis Based on Multidimensional 
Data Mining 

Multidimensional data mining techniques are used to discover and understand patterns, 
correlations, and trends in multidimensional datasets for analyzing and optimizing power system 
operation, planning, and decision making [7]. The multidimensional data generated during the 
operation of power grid is collected and predicted and analyzed using data mining techniques. 
By analyzing the correlations and trends between the data, it will be possible to more accurately 
predict aspects of grid load, reliability and energy consumption, leading to better scheduling of 
the grid and improving the overall efficiency of power supply. After configuring the various 
factors of the smart grid dispatch control system to analyze the topology of the grid, in the actual 
scenario of line A transformer A1, A2 will be transferred to line B, and in the system in the 
calculation of line loss, in accordance with the original topology of the relationship between the 
calculation. The topology of the grid is shown in Figure 2: 
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Fig. 2. Grid topology map. 

In the grid topology map, the spatial dimension through multidimensional data mining is 
represented by equation (4): 

 
𝑀 𝑑 ∑  𝑓 𝑥 | 𝑑|/𝐿 𝑑            

d 𝑑 ，𝑑 ，⋯𝑑                            
𝑓 𝑥 𝑥 sin 𝜇                                       

    (4) 

where M (d) is denoted as the spatial correlation dimension in the multidimensional data, d is 
denoted as the multidimensional dataset, L (d) is denoted as the length of the multidimensional 
data, and μ is denoted as the angle between the dimensions. 

After the computation of spatial dimension of multidimensional data mining, the formula for 
the computation of relational dimension of multidimensional data mining is denoted as equation 
(5): 

C
 

       (5) 

According to the above formula for decision satisfaction and correlation dimension calculation, 
the object of correlation rule data mining is categorized into Boolean and numerical types, in 
which the rules after computational processing imply the correlation between variables. In the 
smart grid scheduling hybrid data mining network structure is complex and multidimensional 
data, the decision-making system is described through the attribute two-dimensional numerical 
table, where the multidimensional data information table Z is denoted as equation (6): 

Z 𝐹，𝑆，𝑉， 𝐹 |𝑎 ∈ 𝑆 ， 𝑈 |𝑎 ∈ 𝑆 ，       (6) 
where F denotes the number of multidimensional data objects, 〖 U_a denotes the 
multidimensional data information function, S〗_t denotes the non-empty finite set of attributes, 
and V denotes the logical theory defined according to S_t. The atomic formula for obtaining V 
according to a = v and 𝒂 ∈ 𝑺𝒕、𝒗 ∈ 𝑺𝒕is then realized by logical disambiguation, inversion and 
merging. 



 
 
 
 

4 Constructing a Hybrid Data Graph Model for Smart Grid 
Scheduling 

In this paper, through a number of heterogeneous databases, in the absence of a unified database 
access interface, the object-relational mapping is only connected to a single database, the smart 
grid scheduling hybrid data graph model is mainly composed of connection node class, device 
terminal class, and device class[8-9]. The most basic topology connection is constructed on the 
basis of the grid topology map as shown in Figure 3: 
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Fig. 3. Topological connection. 

On the basis of topological connection, the connection node class and device sub-node class in 
the object class are eliminated, and only the device node class is retained[10]. Among them, in 
order to improve the efficiency of connectivity query for grid topology devices, Neo4j grid 
graph model is constructed. The model follows topological connectivity by modeling the object 
classes in the model as node data format in the graph database, and modeling the link 
relationships between objects as relational data format in the graph database[11]. Its mapping 
table is shown in Table 1: 

Table 1. Mapping table. 

Hybrid Data Graph Model for Smart Grid 
Dispatch 

Graph models for graph databases 

device class object (computing) nodal 
Topological connectivity between devices guanxi 

According to the rules of the hybrid data graph model for smart grid dispatch, only each device 
node is retained, excluding the terminal nodes and connection nodes of the device[12], and the 
graph model constructed based on Neo4j is shown in Figure 4: 
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Fig. 4. Graph model constructed based on Neo4j. 

The graph model consists of 31 nodes and 30 edges, in the graph model there are buses, circuit 
breakers, lines, fuses, distribution transformers, loads and disconnect switches included. The 
schema of the data is allowed to evolve flexibly with changing requirements in the graph model 
built on Neo4j[13]. Each node corresponds to a record in a relational database, and the attributes 
of nodes and edges are equivalent to the fields in the record. The content and number of 
attributes can be changed dynamically, and the edges between nodes can be deleted or removed 
freely without affecting the logic of the existing data structure [14]. This makes it very easy to 
add, modify or delete nodes and relations in the graph model without making large-scale 
changes to the entire database[15]. 

5 Testing and Analysis 

5.1 Test preparation 

The reliability calculation of the distribution system of the Neo4j graph database is carried out 
using the feeder of the 31-node Billington reliability test system as an example. The distribution 
system consists of 31 original pieces of equipment, including 30 sections of lines, 5 
disconnectors, 2 circuit breakers, etc[16]. The table of equipment reliability parameters is shown 
in Table 2: 

Table 2. Equipment reliability parameter table. 

Device Type Node Label 
𝛌
/ 𝐬𝐮𝐛𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐝𝐚𝐫𝐝 ∙ 𝐚 𝟏  

𝛄/ 𝐡 ∙ 𝐬𝐮𝐛𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐝𝐚𝐫𝐝 𝟏  

Lines L 0.046 4 
Distribution 

Transformers 
T 0.015 200 

Circuit Breaker CB 0.002 20 
Disconnect 
Switches 

DS 0.005 8 

Busbar M 0.025 10 
Observe the running graph of its mixed data scrolling according to the time. 



 
 
 
 

5.2 Analysis of test results 

 

Fig. 5. Smart Grid Dispatch Data Rolling Run Chart. 

 

Fig. 6. Smart Grid Dispatch Hybrid Data Rolling Run Chart. 
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In grid scheduling, rolling runs allow continuous monitoring and adjustment of the power 
system operation to adapt to changing demands and conditions and to ensure its stability and 
efficiency under different conditions. According to the above results of the smart grid 
scheduling data over time, it can be seen that the smart grid scheduling data rolling run graph, 
is a linear curve, in the data-driven scheduling decision-making, according to the comparison of 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, it can be seen that 0 ~ 40 min is not subject to the hybrid data-driven constraints, 
and 40 ~ 60 min is subject to the hybrid data-driven constraints. In the smart grid scheduling 
hybrid data rolling operation diagram, the peak value of the peaks and peaks subject to hybrid 
data-driven constraints in -350 kW, not subject to hybrid data-driven constraints in the peak 
value of the peaks and peaks in the 480 kW. through the training to realize the mapping between 
the system operating state he, to the scheduling decision-making results, in the actual mixing is 
to carry out the dispatch decision-making at a very high speed, so as to effectively improve the 
accuracy of the results of the data-driven scheduling decision-making. 

6 Conclusion 

The article takes multidimensional data mining technology as the basis to design a hybrid data 
graph model for smart grid dispatching, which provides a new research idea for hybrid data 
graph modeling research. The research on the construction of hybrid data graph model for smart 
grid dispatch based on multidimensional data mining combines the grid topology map and the 
graph model constructed on the basis of Neo4j, and this modal data fusion can provide more 
accurate analysis and decision support. In future research, the experimental efforts will be 
increased to explore the application scenarios of hybrid data for smart grid scheduling in order 
to enhance the practicality of hybrid data graph model construction. 
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